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Abstract. The CALO project at SRI International provides unique opportunities
to explore the boundaries of knowledge representation and organization in a
learning environment. A goal reported here is to develop methods for assistance
in the preparation of documents through a topic map framework populated by
combinations of machine learning and recorded social gestures. This work in
progress continues the evolution of Tagomizer, our social bookmarking
application, adding features necessary for annotations of websites beyond
simple bookmark-like tagging, including the creation of new subjects in the
topic map. We report on the coupling of Tagomizer with a Java wiki engine,
and show how this new framework will serve as a platform for CALO’s
DocAssist application.
Keywords: CALO, DocAssist, topic map, social computing, machine learning,
dashboard.

1 Background
SRI International has been developing the Cognitive Assistant that Learns and
Organizes (CALO1) project. CALO began predominantly as a kind of semantic
desktop application, one that provides many services to individual users. Services
provided include applications such as mail, calendar, instant messaging, desktop
indexing and clustering, task management, and others. CALO uses a particular
ontology to organize the artifacts and activities of office productivity settings. In
earlier work, we discussed a mismatch between formal ontologies and the day-to-day
needs of office workers [10] where we first identified the opportunity to federate
personal representations of artifacts of daily experience with those supplied in formal
representations. That work provided a topic maps based foundation for the project we
describe here. In the following chapters, we will describe a work in progress, in which
we describe a way to use topic mapping to assist authors during the creative process
by maintaining what we call dashboard-like ready access to information related to
their work in progress.
As a service to authors of documents necessary for meetings and presentations,
CALO provides a DocAssist application that we think of as a type of writer's
amanuensis2. DocAssist is the subject of continual evolution, starting first with an
1
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agent capable of turning query strings into de novo PowerPoint presentations based on
harvested existing presentations and user guidance. For example, an early trial of that
software started with the query string “evolution” and searched a collection of
presentations that included talks on Darwinian evolution and evolutionary
programming. The program included four slides from talks on evolutionary
programming and one on Darwinian evolution. We chose to add another slide that
covered Lamarckian evolution to round out the new presentation; CALO was able to
help us rapidly organize existing slides into a new presentation.
We followed the introduction of topic maps to CALO with our project Tagomizer3
[7], an instance of a social bookmarking application. Tagomizer provided CALO with
an online source of user-generated learned information resources. The project
supported CALO’s learning in the wild initiative where new information enters the
system through external means. In this case, users tag web pages thought to be related
to specific projects they are conducting while using CALO. Tagomizer performs two
kinds of background maintenance of information resources available to the user:
indexical functions in the subject-centric4 organizational sense of topic maps, and
domain modeling associated with ontologies and formal and informal models of
domains. We describe modeling in more detail below.
DocAssist’s new features will include web-based services in support of CALO
users performing information-related tasks beyond those already available in
Tagomizer. Tagomizer presently facilitates tasks that include the discovery and
annotation of information resources related to specific projects; tags used while
bookmarking websites are based on projects that CALO is helping users manage.
Recent additions to Tagomizer facilitate user creation of new subjects of interest.
These subjects may or may not be specific web pages already tagged; they may
simply be new subjects that are important to some project or that are mentioned at
some already-tagged web page. The new portal will facilitate annotation of existing
subjects through linking, tagging, commenting, referred to here as processes of
annotation. In cases where new subjects are discovered, the portal permits creating
those new subjects, with subsequent annotations added by users and by search agents
built into Tagomizer. As before, CALO, the desktop application, queries the portal
through the web services provided and archives new information locally for
DocAssist.
To motivate this discussion of DocAssist, we first sketch some background
observations and thoughts that animate our design and implementation. We then
discuss our implementation as it is evolving, and finally describe related work.
A CALO user’s knowledge domains or universes of discourse are characterized as
collections of heterogeneous information resources that cover diverse world views
and complex subjects. We therefore take a particular interest in the methods and
opportunities for formal modeling as applied in a topic maps framework. Here are the
words of two scientists describing formal modeling in their domain [1]:
“In explaining the functioning of cells we focus on relations among
objects. The basis for this is the principium individuationis of
3
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Tagomizer: http://www.ai.sri.com/software/Tagomizer
Subject-centric: topic maps aggressively organize information resources around individual
subjects, merging representations where necessary.
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Schopenhauer (1969) [2]: any object always and everywhere exists
purely by virtue of another object. The principle of individuation
constitutes the world of experience and phenomena: for anything to be
different to anything else (or to have changed), either space or time or
both have to be supposed. The objects we deal with in experiments are
material objects subject to physico-chemical change. In modelling we
deal with mathematical objects for which we can state propositions and
derive theorems. The definition of a system as a set of interrelated
objects follows naturally. We distinguish between a natural system,
which is a collection of interacting material objects (physical, chemical
or biological), and a formal system made up of mathematical objects,
equations or propositions. Mathematical modelling is then the process
by which we bring a natural and a formal system into congruence.”
In our parlance, formal models include ontologies such as CALO’s built-in office
ontology, and mathematical structures, for example, category theoretic structures. We
presently do not propose to create and manipulate category theoretic structures in
DocAssist,5 but we believe that an understanding of the modeling capabilities we
must facilitate is well-informed by studying category theoretic descriptions, as for
example [1]. To develop that thought, consider that, since topic maps are capable of
providing organized indexes into collections of heterogeneous resources, they also
support a type of modeling process that scaffolds representations of relationships
among the objects, the subjects, of such universes. Category theory has been
compared to set theory in this way: while set theory allows representations of
members of a set, category theory permits representations of the social life of those
members [3]. Describing the social life of category members means describing the
way members interact with each other within the category. A similar capability in
relational databases would manifest as relationships between tables, or between
columns within tables.
The variant of topic mapping we practice is called subject mapping, based on the
Topic Maps Reference Model (TMRM) 6 [4], where no specific XML or SGML dtd is
specified; we are free to create subject proxies and the subject properties they contain
as representations (proxies) of subjects found in mapped information resources.
Subject proxies exhibit the form and behaviors of frame-based systems [5] of artificial
intelligence (AI). If there are differences in the application of subject proxies and
frames of well-documented AI systems, they might exist in subtle ways. The TMRM,
for instance, perhaps uniquely requires that any subject property (slot) used in a proxy
be, itself, declared as a proxy (subject) within the map; the underlying subject maps
framework is one that is self documenting such that authors of any other subject map
are free to examine the properties used in other maps in order to make determinations
needed to merge subjects from one map to another. Self-documenting frameworks are
not unique to the TMRM. We understand that ontologies, as for instance expressed in
the OWL languages, are also self-documenting. Issues related to merging, however,
are outside the scope of this paper, but there are differences in the ways in which
subject maps and OWL ontologies deal with merging processes.
5

Category theoretic structures: there is a modicum of evidence to suggest that subject map
structures might be capable of being made applicable to category theoretic analytics.
6
TMRM: The index into the document is found at http://www.isotopicmaps.org/tmrm/
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The particular subject map implementation discussed here is our TopicSpaces open
source (Java) project. We reported earlier [6], [7], and [8] on the evolution of
TopicSpaces and its application, Tagomizer. Tagomizer is a social bookmarking
interface supported by a subject map. The process of utilizing social gestures (known
under the terms social computing, Web 2.0, collaborative filtering, tagging, and others)
as a means of acquiring and mapping information resources related to new and existing
subjects within the map is central to our work, and to the vision we are bringing to
reality. A larger rubric with which to understand our work is that of collective
sensemaking, where many individuals behave in collective and collaborative ways to
share and grow their understandings of situations in which they are engaged.
We center this discussion on the collective sensemaking process known as
annotation. We wish to connect two dots: topic mapping and annotation. To do so, we
think first about the nature of annotation, and later look at the relational structures of
topic mapping. David Price [16] lists three characteristics of annotations:
• Finer granularity than most content management systems (CMS) store resources
(typically document level)
• Stored and managed separately from the content being annotated
• Created and viewed outside normal authoring processes
The first two points are significant in that they define topic mapping. Topic maps
always are created outside the information resources; they are primarily indexical in
the same sense as the “back of the book index.” In that sense, topic maps exist as
annotation systems. The last point is equally significant. Think in terms of temporal
sequencing in the social life of information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Information resources are created
Information resources become available for consumption
Information resources are indexed and mapped
Information resources are annotated

Steve Newcomb has described topic mapping as an editorial process [personal
communication]; that is, those who craft topic maps are making editorial decisions as
they perform the ontological engineering tasks of choosing ways to model subjects
being included in the map. Annotations happen later in the life cycle. When a topic
map is created, information resources are being annotated and indexed at the same
time. At a later time, others will continue the annotation process, performing
collaborative filtering. While collective sensemaking through annotations is an ongoing process on the web today, we are interested here in those processes as they are
performed on structures specific to topic maps. We now discuss collective
sensemaking in the wild and tie that to the relational structures of subject maps. We
later tie that discussion to our CALO project.

2 Architectures for Collective Sensemaking
The common vernacular (ontology) applied to the social web (see below) now
includes terms such as folksonomy, tagging, annotation, and Web 2.0. For purposes of
this discussion, we use the term tagging as a type of annotation, performed by user
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gestures typically with a web browser, where clicking a bookmarklet7 while visiting
one website transfers information about that resource to another website that provides
a web service that accepts the information for later processing by the user. At
Del.icio.us and at Tagomizer, a bookmarklet results in transfer of a webpage title and
url back to the host where the user then adds comments and tags. A difference
between Del.icio.us and Tagomizer lies in the database each system applies to the
task at hand. We surmise that Del.icio.us applies a traditional relational database to
the task of persisting tags, users, resources, and descriptions, among other things.
Tagomizer saves the same objects, but in a different8 way: Tagomizer’s database is a
subject map, with all entities organized as subjects together with a complex web of
relationships that connects those subjects.
Recalling Schopenhauer’s any object always and everywhere exists purely by
virtue of another object, our discussion of architectures is necessarily slanted toward
relational representation systems, While we are not endorsing Schopenhauer’s, or any
particular philosophical stance, we observe and follow those who seek holistic
representation schemes, and that particular quotation animates our search for
architectures that can maintain representations of subjects that are, themselves,
described by attributes (properties) that exist along many dimensions. In the following
paragraphs, we will describe the evolution of thinking that leads to our subject
mapping approach in the DocAssist architecture.
The general way in which relational systems are described is through the simplified
nodes-and-arcs diagrams sometimes known as concept maps. Figure 1 establishes a
visual vocabulary for the following discussion.

Fig. 1. Concept Map graph

The graph represents objects a software entity creates and marshals: nodes and
labeled arcs. A node, in this discussion, is a container of properties that describe the
subject that node represents, including the name and perhaps a database identifier for
the node, and perhaps numeric values locating the node in a view, and perhaps also
lists of inbound and outbound arcs. If a node contains references to other nodes,
indicating an arc makes the connection, that node reference might be a pair giving the
node and arc label, for example, the following simple representation scheme:
Node: Joe
Arc: {Sue, Married}
In any high-dimensional world of complex systems, we need to be able to represent
more precisely the nature of the relationships. We need to be able to represent,
7

8

Bookmarklet: a tiny Javascript widget (typically a button ) saved at a browser that performs
specific functions when selected by the user.
Different way: we are forced to surmise here since we have no access to the software for
examination of the tasks performed; we can only observe system behaviors on the web and
make educated guesses about the software patterns applied.
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Fig. 2. Simple XML Topic Map

understand, and question more details than are represented in Figure 1. Topic maps
entered the field, together with conceptual graphs [9], as graph structures intended to
facilitate precise representation of concepts and their relationships. We speculated on
the marriage of topic maps and conceptual graphs [10], but, for this discussion we
will set aside the introduction of conceptual graphs and focus on the path from
concept maps to subject maps. Figure 2 is the graph structure of an XML topic map
according to the XTM specification.
We see that the topic map allows us to “say more things” and “ask more questions”
about the situation modeled in the “Joe-Sue” marital relationship. There exists a class
of questions we cannot ask in this particular graph, and that happens because the
association itself is not a subject in the graph. For that, we have subject maps.
Figure 3 illustrates a so-called big-assert structure of a subject map.
In the big-assert structure, we are able to make assertions about more aspects of the
core relationship modeled between Joe and Sue. Joe and Sue each are actors in this
relationship. The casting subject proxy is an optional subject that casts an actor (e.g., Joe)
into a role and relationship. At the casting node linked to the Joe node in the graph, the
particular subject is the husband role Joe plays in a Joe-MarriedTo-Sue relationship. The
casting node can serve as an actor in other assertions (e.g., when the role started, when it
ended, how it played out); the subject facilitates the notion of seeing as – we are able to
model Joe as a husband. Other castings would place Joe in other roles.

Fig. 3. Big-Assert graph of a Subject Map
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While the big-assert model is an optional approach to TMRM subject maps, our
description of that model illustrates an aspect of facilitating the high dimensional
context space mentioned earlier. Consider the Joe-Sue example: it is not always
sufficient to think in terms of a marital relationship as simply a relationship between
two individuals; there are certainly other aspects of that relationship that will come
into play; children, employment, finances, friends and other related people for
starters. By providing subject-based anchors along several important dimensions
within the primary representation, we facilitate extensions of the story encapsulated in
each assertion along other dimensions.

3 Towards CALO’s DocAssist Platform
The core application for this aspect of DocAssist is Tagomizer. Our migration from
the Tagomizer project to DocAssist as we describe it here required that we search for
a more flexible user interface than that provided by Tagomizer. The issue is this:
Tagomizer supports only three dimensions along which a user can create and browse
information: users, tags, and web pages. The new additions to Tagomizer call for
presentation of subjects along perhaps infinitely many dimensions, or contexts. This
calls for a more flexible user interface; we settled on the notion of joining
TopicSpaces with a wiki framework. There are several candidate Java wiki
frameworks from which to choose, including XWiki,9 JSPWiki,10 JAMWiki,11
IkeWiki,12 and several lesser-known projects. Each has its strengths; in the end, we
are developing our platform on JAMWiki since it appears to provide the user
experience of MediaWiki,13 the software platform behind Wikipedia and many other
websites. Figure 4 is Tagomizer now displaying in JAMWiki.
At this time in the Tagomizer evolution, the JAMWiki – Tagomizer marriage is
progressing. We recently excised the original JAMWiki database from that code and
rewrote parts of JAMWiki code to use TopicSpaces as the wiki’s database. Doing so,
we are asking TopicSpaces to behave as a CMS as well as a subject map. The system,
thus far, is compact enough that we are able to run the entire platform from a one
gigabyte USB memory stick. Doing so, we are able to explore issues of reliability of
the platform under varying conditions.
A goal of the marriage is to seamlessly unite the presentation layer with the
database, the knowledge layer. By removing the wiki database and writing code that
turns wiki database queries into topic map queries, we are coupling users directly with
the stored knowledge artifacts collected through Tagomizer and other means. This
marriage occurs at the web-based server side; the wiki and TopicSpaces exist as a
portal accessible by both users and CALO applications. Users perform social
computing on the web, finding and tagging resources, adding new subjects and
annotating those, and CALO, later, queries the server looking for new information
with which to serve user’s desktop needs. The combination of a web portal for CALO
9

XWiki: http://www.xwiki.org/
JSPWiki: http://jspwiki.org/
11
JAMWiki: http://jamwiki.org/
12
IkeWiki: http://ikewiki.salzburgresearch.at/
13
MediaWiki: http://www.mediawiki.org/
10
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Fig. 4. Tagomizer in JAMWiki: CALO DocAssist taking shape

and individual CALO desktop installations facilitates collective sensemaking: many
individuals contributing to a global knowledge base to be used by all.

4 Related Work
Numerous projects exist on the so-called social web. Kristina Lerman, at her website
[12] says
“The label ‘social media’ has been attached to a quickly growing
number of Web sites whose content is primarily user driven.”
While we will not attempt to enumerate all such sites here, many well-known sites
are worth mentioning, including Slashdot, Flickr, YouTube, Del.icio.us, digg, and
Wikipedia. Wikipedia is best known as a user-created collection of information
resources about specific subjects. Slashdot and dig relate to social filtering of news
items and events. Flickr exists for the collection of user-supplied images and tags,
YouTube for movies and tags, and Del.icio.us for tagging everything else on the web,
with no particular content of its own.
Another photo browsing and annotating service is CONFOTO14 [13]. The project
is an online service that moves closer to Semantic Web compatibility with Web 2.0like interfaces. The site provides the ability to annotate photos, events, and people.
The site is relatively new and undergoing changes; at this time, the site captures
14

CONFOTO: http://www.confoto.org/
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Fig. 5. Bay Area Science Collaboratory: NexistWiki

metadata about the artifacts represented, possibly including annotations, in RDF
collections that look like the following snippet clipped from the site15:
<rdf:Description rdf:about=
"http://www.confoto.org/media/user_78/2006/11/22/digns.jpg">
<sk:localMediaPath rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
user_78/2006/11/22/
</sk:localMediaPath>
<dc:subject>hans wurst test</dc:subject>
<confoto:dateAdded>2006-11-22T11:38:43Z</confoto:dateAdded>
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Image"/>
<dc:date rdf:datatype=
"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">
2006-11-22
</dc:date>
</rdf:Description>

Our work with TopicSpaces follows our work with NexistWiki, our first
implementation of a wiki-like architecture expressed as a topic map. The Bay Area
Science Collaboratory is a project that provides online services to California science

15

RDF snippet found at http://www.confoto.org/photos?r=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.confoto.org
%2Fmedia%2Fuser_78%2F2006%2F11%2F22%2Fdigns.jpg&offset= on 14 May, 2007 in
the RDF Data tab
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Fig. 6. Fuzzzy.com Social Bookmarking with Topic Maps

teachers situated in the Bay Area [14]. In one instance of the collaboratory (Figure 5),
6th grade science teachers enter links to their online course materials into the topic
map; all course material is organized and related to specific California State
curriculum requirements and to Bay Area science museum exhibits. Thus, teachers,
students, and even parents are able to access course materials, which can include
lecture notes, assignments, and activity plans, together with links to related science
museum exhibits.
A topic maps-based social bookmarking portal, similar in many ways to our
Tagomizer project is the portal fuzzzy.com16 created by Roy Lachica for his master’s
thesis at University of Oslo, Figure 6, and well described in these proceedings [15].
Fuzzzy and TopicSpaces each share the distinction from del.icio.us and other social
bookmarking websites as being applications of topic maps.
At the website, Roy says this about the project:
“Fuzzzy is not only social but also semantic which means that the Tags
used have more meaning. When bookmarks are assigned a meaning
using a standard like the ISO 13250 Topic Map then people as well as
16

Fuzzzy.com: http://www.fuzzzy.com/
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other computer systems can make use of the embedded knowledge in a
more meaningful way.”
Relevant to our work is the ScholOnto project17 of the Knowledge Media Institute.
As reported in a number of papers, e.g. [11], the structure created in its annotation
architecture greatly resembles that of a topic map. Figure 7 illustrates the nature of a
ScholOnto link.

Fig. 7. ScholOnto Link

At each end of the diagram are resources serving as subjects about which a claim
will be asserted through social gestures not unlike those of Del.icio.us or Tagomizer.
The claim itself is the link, and the node types are similar to roles of a topic map. We
believe that the ScholOnto project models its claims in the same way that a topic map
models relationships between actors. ScholOnto assertions include same as, supports,
not same as, and many others. Those assertions are organized in a simple ontology;
ScholOnto thus applies a particular ontology to the social annotation process, and
serves as a model for social annotation processes being implemented in TopicSpaces
for our DocAssist project.

5 Discussion
The original Tagomizer project is being extended to provide capabilities and services
necessary to create a web portal for CALO. We are modeling those new capabilities
based on original ideas and those we are able to experience with related projects. Our
interest in the related activities mentioned above lies in the nature of the information
resources they marshal and the user experiences associated with the ways in which
each of them operates. With the exception of the ScholOnto project, the contrast we
see between each of these and our vision is the same difference we described earlier
between Del.icio.us and Tagomizer. Our working hypothesis relates to the simple
notion that aggressive maintenance of subject-centric organization of information
resources can pay off in terms of improved user experience in creating, maintaining,
and accessing the world’s information resources. That is the central thesis behind this
aspect of the DocAssist project.
Returning to the Tagomizer framework, the core difference between Del.icio.us
and many of the existing tagging/annotation projects and Tagomizer is thought to be
best summarized by the fact that the subject map database facilitates the federation of

17

ScholOnto: http://kmi.open.ac.uk/projects/scholonto/
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Fig. 8. Tagomizer and Related Subjects

additional information resources together with the tags, users, and resources those
projects now marshal. Figure 8 returns to the concept map metaphor to illustrate the
opportunity to federate other subjects together with those that are the focus of the
website itself.
Figure 8, for simplicity, leaves out the spider web of associations, roles, castings,
association types, and so forth. Each surrounding topic is either directly or indirectly
related to some CALO project.
An interesting contrast is noted between the DAS approach of using individual
clients to marshal resources found at various servers. The DocAssist subject map
marshals information resources similarly, and forms a single source of federated
information resources from which many CALO installations can access the resources
needed.
ScholOnto contrasts with the Del.icio.us and Tagomizer tagging process since that
project prescribes a particular tag set to use. Tags in ScholOnto are assertions made
by a user; those tags assert particular relationships as defined in ScholOnto’s
ontology. The contrast lies in the lack of ontological prescription of tags at
Del.icio.us, and non-CALO tagging with Tagomizer. CALO users, as mentioned
earlier, use tags that are named according to specific projects. The contrast lies along
a dimension that describes the amount of prior knowledge associated with particular
tags. In this dimension in one direction are folksonomies, where one presumes that in
the extreme, absolutely random naming events occur; in the other direction are
ontologies of varying degrees of formality. This particular dimension remains the
subject of continued research everywhere.
DocAssist as described here serves as a platform on which collaborative filtering,
tagging and social gestures of various types can be applied to the task of improving
the lot of CALO users. The same framework can be taken outside the CALO
application and used in a variety of research and education projects. We believe that
the federation of information resources in a subject-centric way will offer many
benefits to a wide range of applications.
We see this contribution to CALO as opening the door to further research. We
are building a platform for collective sensemaking, a field that includes many forms
of discourse annotation. We expect to look at dialog mapping [17] as an appropriate
next contribution to the subject mapping framework we are preparing for CALO.
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CALO can then provide services to maintain annotated conversations as projects
progress.
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